Project Soar (PS) is a registered charitable organization in Morocco. Founded in 2013, PS aims to empower the most marginalized adolescent girls through a scalable and signature girls’ empowerment program. This program called Project Soar in a Box is based off of the 5 Pillars of Empowerment which embody our belief that every girl realizes her: Value, Voice, Body, Rights, and Path.

### THE Problem

Adolescent girls are the most vulnerable and marginalized group on the planet today. These girls face the double discrimination of being female and young. It’s no wonder that worldwide they are in crisis. 32+ million adolescent girls globally are out of school; 2 to 3 times more than boys. Each year, 16+ million girls become child brides, and many become girl moms and have severe complications related to early childbirth.

### THE Solution

Project Soar in a Box consists of 25 workshops that enable teen girls to embody the 5 Pillars of Empowerment. As a Project Soar Girl progresses through the program, she goes through a transformative process whereby she further develops her self-confidence, speaks up, embraces her adolescent body, advocates for her rights and the rights of all girls, and sets future goals.
**Our Beneficiaries**
9th to 12th grade teen girls
IN MARGINALIZED COMMUNITIES

**Our Pledge**
All girls
MUST STAY IN SCHOOL

**Our Approach**
Ganerering support from
GOVERNMENT, COMMUNITIES
SCHOOLS, PARENTS

"I was thinking of dropping out of school and my parents suggested that I get married. After I discovered Project Soar, my ideas completely changed. Now I'm finishing my studies and applying for a good university."

-Chaimae Elchaimi 19 years old, Morocco

"I was asked to be the head girl of my school by my teachers because of my character and excellence in class. I highly attribute this to Project Soar because I was so shy at first that I couldn't even be a class monitor, much less the school's head girl. But everything has changed now. My own confidence amazes me."

- Agnes Akong 15 years old, Uganda